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Signal Recovery on Graphs: Variation Minimization
Siheng Chen, Aliaksei Sandryhaila, Jose´ M. F. Moura, Jelena Kovacˇevic´
Abstract—We consider the problem of signal recovery on
graphs. Graphs model data with complex structure as signals on
a graph. Graph signal recovery recovers one or multiple smooth
graph signals from noisy, corrupted, or incomplete measurements.
We formulate graph signal recovery as an optimization problem,
for which we provide a general solution through the alternating
direction methods of multipliers. We show how signal inpainting,
matrix completion, robust principal component analysis, and
anomaly detection all relate to graph signal recovery and provide
corresponding specific solutions and theoretical analysis. We
validate the proposed methods on real-world recovery problems,
including online blog classification, bridge condition identification,
temperature estimation, recommender system for jokes, and
expert opinion combination of online blog classification.
Index Terms—signal processing on graphs, signal recovery,
matrix completion, semi-supervised learning
I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of information and communica-
tion, signals are being generated at an unprecedented rate from
various sources, including social networks, citation, biological,
and physical infrastructures [1], [2]. Unlike time-series or
images, these signals have complex, irregular structure, which
requires novel processing techniques leading to the emerging
field of signal processing on graphs.
Signal processing on graphs extends classical discrete signal
processing for time-series to signals with an underlying com-
plex, irregular structure [3]–[6]. The framework models that
structure by a graph and signals by graph signals, generalizing
concepts and tools from classical discrete signal processing
to graph signal processing. Recent work involves graph-based
filtering [3], [4], [7], [8], graph-based transforms [3], [6], [9],
sampling and interpolation on graphs [10]–[12], uncertainty
principle on graphs [13], semi-supervised classification on
graphs [14]–[16], graph dictionary learning [17], [18], and
community detection on graphs [19]; for a recent review,
see [20].
Two basic approaches to signal processing on graphs have
been considered, both of which analyze signals with complex,
irregular structure, generalizing a series of concepts and tools
from classical signal processing, such as graph filters, or graph
Fourier transform, to diverse graph-based applications, such
as graph signal denoising, compression, classification, and
clustering [5], [21]–[23]. The first is rooted in spectral graph
theory [24], [25] and builds on the graph Laplacian matrix.
Since the graph Laplacian matrix is restricted to be symmetric
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and positive semi-definite, this approach is applicable only to
undirected graphs with real and nonnegative edge weights.
The second approach, discrete signal processing on graphs
(DSPG) [3], [4], is rooted in the algebraic signal processing
theory [26], [27] and builds on the graph shift operator,
which works as the elementary filter that generates all linear
shift-invariant filters for signals with a given structure. The
graph shift operator is the adjacency matrix and represents
the relational dependencies between each pair of nodes. Since
the graph shift operator is not restricted to be symmetric,
this approach is applicable to arbitrary graphs, those with
undirected or directed edges, with real or complex, nonnegative
or negative weights.
In this paper, we consider the classical signal process-
ing task of signal recovery within the framework of DSPG.
Signal recovery problems in the current literature include
image denoising [28], [29], signal inpainting [30]–[32], and
sensing [33], [34], but are limited to signals with regular
structure, such as time series. We use DSPG to deal with
signals with arbitrary structure, including both undirected and
directed graphs. Graph signal recovery attempts to recover one
or multiple graph signals that are assumed to be smooth with
respect to underlying graphs, from noisy, missing, or corrupted
measurements. The smoothness constraint assumes that the
signal samples at neighboring vertices are similar [4].
We propose a graph signal model, cast graph signal recovery
as an optimization problem, and provide a general solution
by using the alternating direction method of multipliers. We
show that many classical recovery problems, such as signal
inpainting [30]–[32], matrix completion [35], [36], and robust
principal component analysis [37], [38], are related to the graph
signal recovery problem. We propose theoretical solutions
and new algorithms for graph signal inpainting, graph signal
matrix completion, and anomaly detection of graph signals,
all applicable to semi-supervised classification, regression, and
matrix completion. Finally, we validate the proposed methods
on real-world recovery problems, including online blog classifi-
cation, bridge condition identification, temperature estimation,
recommender system, and expert opinion combination.
Previous work. We now briefly review existing work related
to recovery problems. Image denoising recovers an image
from noisy observations. Standard techniques include Gaus-
sian smoothing, Wiener local empirical filtering, and wavelet
thresholding methods (see [29] and references therein). Signal
inpainting reconstructs lost or deteriorated parts of signals,
including images and videos. Standard techniques include total
variation-based methods [21], [30]–[32], image model-based
methods [39], and sparse representations [40]. Compressed
sensing acquires and reconstructs signals by taking only a
limited number of measurements [37], [38]. It assumes that
signals are sparse and finds solutions to underdetermined
2linear systems by ℓ1 techniques. Matrix completion recovers
the entire matrix from a subset of its entries by assuming
that the matrix is of low rank. It was originally proposed
in [35] and extensions include a noisy version in [36], [41]
and decentralized algorithms via graphs [42]. Robust principal
component analysis recovers a low-rank matrix from corrupted
measurements [37], [38]; it separates an image into two parts:
a smooth background and a sparse foreground. In contrast to
principal component analysis, it is robust to grossly corrupted
entries.
Existing work related to signal recovery based on spectral
graph theory includes: 1) interpolation of bandlimited graph
signals to recover bandlimited graph signals from a set with
specific properties, called the uniqueness set [10], [11]. Ex-
tensions include the sampling theorem on graphs [43] and
fast distributed algorithms [12]; and 2) smooth regularization
on graphs to recover smooth graph signals from random
samples [44]–[46].
Contributions. The contributions of the paper are as follows:
• a novel algorithm for the general recovery problem that
unifies existing algorithms, such as signal inpainting, ma-
trix completion, and robust principal component analysis;
• a novel graph signal inpainting algorithm with analysis of
the associated estimation error;
• a novel graph signal matrix completion algorithm with
analysis of a theoretical connection between graph total
variation and nuclear norm; and
• novel algorithms for anomaly detection of graph signals
with analysis of the associated detection accuracy, and for
robust graph signal inpainting.
Outline of the paper. Section II formulates the problem
and briefly reviews DSPG, which lays the foundation for
this paper; Section III describes the proposed solution for
a graph signal recovery problem. Sections that follow study
three subproblems; graph signal inpainting in Section IV, graph
signal matrix completion in Section V, and anomaly detection
of graph signals in Section VI. Algorithms are evaluated in
Section VII on real-world recovery problems, including online
blog classification, bridge condition identification, temperature
estimation, recommender system for jokes and expert opinion
combination. Section VIII concludes the paper and provides
pointers to future directions.
II. DISCRETE SIGNAL PROCESSING ON GRAPHS
We briefly review relevant concepts from DSPG; for more
details, see [3], [4]. DSPG is a theoretical framework that
generalizes classical discrete signal processing from regular
domains, such as lines and rectangular lattices, to arbitrary,
irregular domains commonly represented by graphs, with ap-
plications in signal compression, denoising and classification,
semi-supervised learning and data recovery [14], [22], [47],
[48].
Graph shift. In DSPG, signals are represented by a graph
G = (V ,A), where V = {v0, . . . , vN−1} is the set of nodes,
and A ∈ CN×N is the graph shift, or a weighted adjacency
matrix that represents the connections of the graph G, either
directed or undirected. The nth signal element corresponds
to the node vn, and the edge weight An,m between nodes
vn and vm is a quantitative expression of the underlying
relation between the nth and the mth signal samples, such as
a similarity, a dependency, or a communication pattern.
Graph signal. Given the graph representation G = (V ,A),
a graph signal is defined as a map on the graph that assigns
the signal samples xn ∈ C to the node vn. Once the node order
is fixed, the graph signal can also be written as a vector
x =
[
x0, x1, . . . , xN−1
]T ∈ CN . (1)
Graph Fourier transform. In general, a Fourier transform
corresponds to the expansion of a signal into basis functions
that are invariant to filtering. This invariant basis is the eigen-
basis of the graph shift A (or, if the complete eigenbasis
does not exist, the Jordan eigenbasis of A [3]). For simplicity,
assume that A has a complete eigenbasis, and the spectral
decomposition of A is [49],
A = VΛV−1, (2)
where the eigenvectors of A form the columns of matrix V, and
Λ ∈ CN×N is the diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigen-
values λ0, λ1, . . . , λN−1 of A. The graph Fourier transform
of a graph signal (1) is then
x˜ =
[
x˜0 x˜1 . . . x˜N−1
]T
= V−1 x, (3)
where x˜n in (3) represents the signal’s expansion in the
eigenvector basis and forms the frequency content of the graph
signal x. The inverse graph Fourier transform reconstructs
the graph signal from its frequency content by combining the
graph frequency components weighted by the coefficients of
the signal’s graph Fourier transform,
x = V x˜.
Variation on graphs. Signal smoothness is a qualitative
characteristic that expresses how much signal samples vary
with respect to the underlying signal representation domain.
To quantify it, DSPG uses the graph total variation based on
the ℓp-norm [4],
Sp(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x− 1|λmax(A)| Ax
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣p
p
, (4)
where λmax(A) denotes the eigenvalue of A with the largest
magnitude.1 We normalize the graph shift to guarantee that the
shifted signal is properly scaled with respect to the original
one. When p = 2, we call (4) the quadratic form of graph
total variation.
We summarize the notation in Table I.
III. GRAPH SIGNAL RECOVERY
We now formulate the general recovery problem for graph
signals to unify multiple signal completion and denoising prob-
lems and generalize them to arbitrary graphs. In the sections
that follow, we consider specific cases of the graph signal
recovery problem, propose appropriate solutions, and discuss
their implementations and properties.
1 For simplicity, throughout this paper we assume that the graph shift A has
been normalized to satisfy |λmax(A)|= 1.
3Symbol Description Dimension
x graph signal N
X matrix of graph signal N × L
A graph shift N ×N
A˜ (I−A)∗(I−A) N ×N
M accessible indices
U inaccessible indices
xM accessible elements in x
XM accessible elements in X
Θ(·) element-wise shrinkage function defined in (14)
D(·) singular-value shrinkage function defined in (15)
TABLE I: Key notation used in the paper.
Let x(ℓ) ∈ CN , 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ L, be graph signals residing on the
graph G = (V ,A), and let X be the N × L matrix of graph
signals,
X =
[
x(1) x(2) . . . x(L)
]
. (5)
Assume that we do not know these signals exactly, but for
each signal we have a corresponding measurement t(ℓ). Since
each t(ℓ) can be corrupted by noise and outliers, we consider
the N × L matrix of measurements to be
T =
[
t(1) t(2) . . . t(L)
]
= X+W+E, (6)
where matrices W and E contain noise and outliers, respec-
tively. Note that an outlier is an observation point that is distant
from other observations, which may be due to variability in the
measurement. We assume that the noise coefficients in W have
small magnitudes, i.e., they can be upper-bounded by a small
value, and that the matrix E is sparse, containing few non-
zero coefficients of large magnitude. Furthermore, when certain
nodes on a large graph are not accessible, the measurement t(ℓ)
may be incomplete. To reflect this, we denote the sets of indices
of accessible and inaccessible nodes as M and U , respectively.
Note that inaccessible nodes denote that values on those nodes
are far from the ground-truth because of corruption, or because
we do not have access to them.
Signal recovery from inaccessible measurements requires
additional knowledge of signal properties. In this work, we
make the following assumptions: (a) the signals of interest
x(ℓ), are smooth with respect to the representation graph
G = (V ,A); we express this by requiring that the variation
of recovered signals be small; (b) since the signals of interest
x(ℓ) are all supported on the same graph structure, we assume
that these graph signals are similar and provide redundant
information; we express this by requiring that the matrix of
graph signals X has low rank; (c) the outliers happen with a
small probability; we express this by requiring that the matrix
E be sparse; and (d) the noise has small magnitude; we express
this by requiring that the matrix W be upper-bounded. We thus
formulate the problem as follows:
X̂, Ŵ, Ê = arg min
X,W,E
α S2(X) + β rank(X) + γ ‖E‖0 ,
(7)
subject to ‖W‖2F ≤ ǫ2, (8)
TM = (X+W+E)M, (9)
where X̂, Ŵ, Ê denote the optimal solutions of the graph signal
matrix, the noise matrix, and the outlier matrix, respectively, ǫ
controls the noise level, α, β, γ are tuning parameters, and
S2(X) =
L∑
ℓ=1
S2(x
(ℓ)) = ‖X−AX‖2F , (10)
where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm and represents the
cumulative quadratic form of the graph total variation (4) for
all graph signals, and ‖E‖0 is the ℓ0-norm that is defined as
the number of nonzero entries in E. The general problem (7)
recovers the graph signal matrix (5) from the noisy measure-
ments (6), possibly when only a subset of nodes is accessible.
Instead of using the graph total variation based on ℓ1
norm [4], we use the quadratic form of the graph total varia-
tion (4) for two reasons. First, it is computationally easier to
optimize than the ℓ1-norm based graph total variation. Second,
the ℓ1-norm based graph total variation, which penalizes less
transient changes than the quadratic form, is good at separating
smooth from non-smooth parts of graph signals; the goal here,
however, is to force graph signals at each node to be smooth.
We thus use the quadratic form of the graph total variation in
this paper and, by a slight abuse of notation, call it graph total
variation for simplicity.
The minimization problem (7) with conditions (8) and (9)
reflects all of the above assumptions: (a) minimizing the graph
total variation S2(X) forces the recovered signals to be smooth
and to lie in the subspace of “low” graph frequencies [4];
(b) minimizing the rank of X forces the graph signals to be
similar and provides redundant information; (c) minimizing the
ℓ0-norm ‖E‖0 forces the outlier matrix to have few non-zero
coefficients; (d) condition (8) captures the assumption that the
coefficients of W have small magnitudes; and (e) condition (9)
ensures that the solution coincides with the measurements on
the accessible nodes.
Unfortunately, solving (7) is hard because of the rank and
the ℓ0-norm [50], [51]. To solve it efficiently, we relax and
reformulate (7) as follows:
X̂, Ŵ, Ê = arg min
X,W,E
α S2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ + γ ‖E‖1 ,
(11)
subject to ‖W‖2F ≤ ǫ2, (12)
TM = (X+W+E)M. (13)
In (11), we replace the rank of X with the nuclear norm, ‖X‖
∗
,
defined as the sum of all the singular values of X, which
still promotes low rank [35], [36]. We further replace the ℓ0-
norm of E with the ℓ1-norm, which still promotes sparsity
of E [50], [51]. The minimization problems (7) and (11)
follow the same assumptions and promote the same properties,
but (7) is an ideal version, while (11) is a practically feasible
version, because it is a convex problem and thus easier to solve.
We call (11) the graph signal recovery (GSR) problem; see
Table II.
To solve (11) efficiently, we use the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) [52]. ADMM is an algorithm
that is intended to take advantage of both the decomposabil-
ity and the superior convergence properties of the method
of multipliers. In ADMM, we first formulate an augmented
function and then iteratively update each variable in an al-
ternating or sequential fashion, ensuring the convergence of
4the method [52]. We leave the derivation to the Appendix,
and summarize the implementation in Algorithm 1. Note that
Algorithm 1 Graph Signal Recovery
Input T matrix of measurements
Output X̂ matrix of graph signals
Ŵ matrix of outliers
Ê matrix of noise
Function GSR(T)
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
X← Dβη−1
(
X+t(T−W−E−C−η−1(Y1+Y2)− Z)
)
end
W← η(T−X−E−C−η−1 Y1)/(η + 2)
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
E← Θγη−1
(
X+t(T−X−W−C−η−1 Y1)
)
end
Z← (I +2αη−1(I−A)∗(I−A))−1(X−η−1 Y2)
CM ← 0,CU ← (T−X−W−E−η
−1 Y1)U ,
Y1 ← Y1−η(T−X−W−E−C)
Y2 ← Y2−η(X−Z)
end
return X̂← X, Ŵ←W, Ê← E
in Algorithm 1, Y1,Y2 are Lagrangian multipliers, η is pre-
defined, the step size t is chosen from backtracking line
search [53], and operators Θτ and Dτ are defined for τ ≥ 0
as follows: Θτ (X) “shrinks” every element of X by τ so that
the (n,m)th element of Θτ (X) is
Θτ (X)n,m =

Xn,m−τ, when Xn,m ≥ τ,
Xn,m+τ, when Xn,m ≤ −τ,
0, otherwise.
(14)
Similarly, Dτ (X) “shrinks” the singular values of X,
Dτ (X) = UΘτ (Σ)Q∗, (15)
where X = UΣQ∗ denotes the singular value decomposition
of X [49] and ∗ denotes the Hermitian transpose. The following
stopping criterion is used in the paper: the difference of the
objective function between two consecutive iterations is smaller
than 10−8. The bulk of the computational cost is in the singular
value decomposition (15) when updating X, which is also
involved in the standard implementation of matrix completion.
We now review several well-known algorithms for signal
recovery, including signal inpainting, matrix completion, and
robust principal component analysis, and show how they can
be formulated as special cases of the graph signal recovery
problem (7). In Sections IV and V, we show graph counterparts
of the signal inpainting and matrix completion problems by
minimizing the graph total variation. In Section VI, we show
anomaly detection on graphs, which is inspired by robust
principal component analysis.
Signal inpainting. Signal inpainting is a process of recov-
ering inaccessible or corrupted signal samples from accessible
samples using regularization [21], [30]–[32], that is, minimiza-
tion of the signal’s total variation. The measurement is typically
modeled as
t = x+w ∈ RN , (16)
where x is the true signal, and w is the noise. Assuming we
can access a subset of indices, denoted as M, the task is then
to recover the entire true signal x, based on the accessible
measurement tM. We assume that the true signal x is smooth,
that is, its variation is small. The variation is expressed by a
total variation function
TV (x) =
N∑
i=1
|xi − xi−1 mod N |. (17)
We then recover the signal x by solving the following opti-
mization problem:
x̂ = argmin
x
TV(x), (18)
subject to ‖(x− t)M‖22 ≤ ǫ2. (19)
The condition (19) controls how well the accessible measure-
ments are preserved. As discussed in Section II, both the ℓ1
norm based graph total variation and the quadratic form of the
graph total variation (4) are used. Thus, (18) is a special case
of (11) when the graph shift is the cyclic permutation matrix,
α = 1, L = 1, β = γ = 0, E = 0, and conditions (12) and (13)
are combined into the single condition (19); see Table II.
Matrix completion. Matrix completion recovers a matrix
given a subset of its elements, usually, a subset of rows or
columns. Typically, the matrix has a low rank, and the missing
part is recovered through rank minimization [35], [36], [41].
The matrix is modeled as
T = X+W ∈ RN×L, (20)
where X is the true matrix and W is the noise. Assuming we
can access a subset of indices, denoted as M, the matrix X is
recovered from (20) as the solution with the lowest rank:
X̂ = argmin
X
‖X‖
∗
, (21)
subject to ‖(X−T)M‖22 ≤ ǫ2; (22)
this is a special case of (11) with α = γ = 0, β = 1, E = 0, and
conditions (12) and (13) are combined into the single condition
(22); see Table II. This also means that the values in the matrix
are associated with a graph that is represented by the identity
matrix, that is, we do not have any prior information about the
graph structure.
Robust principal component analysis. Similarly to matrix
completion, robust principal component analysis is used for
recovering low-rank matrices. The main difference is the as-
sumption that all matrix elements are measurable but corrupted
by outliers [37], [38]. In this setting, the matrix is modeled as
T = X+E ∈ RN×L, (23)
where X is the true matrix, and E is a sparse matrix of outliers.
The matrix X is recovered from (23) as the solution with
the lowest rank and fewest outliers:
X̂, Ê = argmin
X,E
β ‖X‖
∗
+ γ ‖E‖1 ,
subject to T = X+E;
this is a special case of (11) with α = ǫ = 0, W = 0, and
M contains all the indices; see Table II. Like before, this
also means that the matrix is associated with a graph that is
represented by the identity matrix, that is, we do not have any
prior information about the graph structure.
5IV. GRAPH SIGNAL INPAINTING
We now discuss in detail the problem of signal inpainting
on graphs. Parts of this section have appeared in [47], and we
include them here for completeness.
As discussed in Section III, signal inpainting (18) seeks to
recover the missing entries of the signal x from incomplete and
noisy measurements under the assumption that two consecutive
signal samples in x have similar values. Here, we treat x as a
graph signal that is smooth with respect to the corresponding
graph. We thus update the signal inpainting problem (18), and
formulate the graph signal inpainting problem2 as
x̂ = argmin
x
S2(x), (24)
subject to ‖(x− t)M‖22 ≤ ǫ2; (25)
this is a special case of (11) with L = 1, β = γ = 0; see
Table II.
Solutions. In general, graph signal inpainting (24) can be
solved by using Algorithm 1. However, in special cases,
there exist closed-form solutions that do not require iterative
algorithms.
1) Noiseless inpainting: Suppose that the measurement t
in (16) does not contain noise. In this case, w = 0, and we
solve (24) for ǫ = 0:
x̂ = argmin
x
S2(x), (26)
subject to xM = tM.
We call the problem (26) graph signal inpainting via total
variation minimization (GTVM) [47].
Let A˜ = (I−A)∗(I−A). By reordering nodes, write A˜ in
block form as
A˜ =
[
A˜MM A˜MU
A˜UM A˜UU
]
,
and set the derivative of (26) to 0; the closed-form solution is
x̂ =
[
tM
−A˜−1UU A˜UMtM
]
.
When A˜UU is not invertible, a pseudoinverse should be used.
2) Unconstrained inpainting: The graph signal inpaint-
ing (24) can be formulated as an unconstrained problem by
merging condition (25) with the objective function:
x̂ = argmin
x
‖(x− t)M‖22 + α S2(x), (27)
where the tuning parameter α controls the trade-off between
the two parts of the objective function. We call (27) the graph
signal inpainting via total variation regularization (GTVR).
GTVR is a convex quadratic problem that has a closed-form
solution. Setting the derivative of (27) to zero, we obtain the
closed-form solution
x̂ =
([
IMM 0
0 0
]
+ αA˜
)−1 [
tM
0
]
,
2If we build a graph to model a dataset by representing signals or images in
the dataset as nodes and the similarities between each pair of nodes as edges,
the corresponding labels or values associated with nodes thus form a graph
signal, and the proposed inpainting algorithm actually tackles semi-supervised
learning with graphs [54].
where IMM is an identity matrix. When the term in parentheses
is not invertible, a pseudoinverse should be adopted.
Theoretical analysis. Let x0 denote the true graph signal
that we are trying to recover. Assume that S2 (x0) = η2 and x0
satisfies (25), so that ∥∥x0
M
− tM
∥∥2
2
≤ ǫ2. Similarly to (27),
we write A in a block form as
A =
[
AMM AMU
AUM AUU
]
.
The following results, proven in [47], establish an upper bound
on the error of the solution to graph signal inpainting (24).
Lemma 1. The error
∥∥x0 − x̂∥∥
2
of the solution x̂ to the graph
signal inpainting problem (24) is bounded as∥∥x0 − x̂∥∥
2
≤ q
2
∥∥(x0 − x̂)U∥∥2 + p|ǫ|+|η|,
where
p =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣[IMM+AMMAUM
]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, q =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣[ AMUIUU +AUU
]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
and ‖·‖2 for matrices denotes the spectral norm.
Theorem 1. If q < 2, then the error on the inaccessible part
of the solution x̂ is bounded as∥∥(x0 − x̂)U∥∥2 ≤ 2p|ǫ|+2|η|2− q .
The condition q < 2 may not hold for some matrices;
however, if A is symmetric, we have q ≤ ‖I+A‖2
≤ ‖I‖2 + ‖A‖2 = 2, since ‖A‖2 = 1. Since q is related
to the size of the inaccessible part, when we take a larger
number of measurements, q becomes smaller, which leads to
a tighter upper bound. Also, note that the upper bound is
related to the smoothness of the true graph signal and the
noise level of the accessible part. A central assumption of any
inpainting technique is that the true signal x0 is smooth. If this
assumption does not hold, then the upper bound is large and
useless. When the noise level of the accessible part is smaller,
the measurements from the accessible part are closer to the
true values, which leads to a smaller estimation error.
V. GRAPH SIGNAL MATRIX COMPLETION
We now consider graph signal matrix completion—another
important subproblem of the general graph signal recovery
problem (7).
As discussed in Section III, matrix completion seeks to
recover missing entries of matrix X from the incomplete and
noisy measurement matrix (20) under the assumption that X
has low rank. Since we view X as a matrix of graph signals
(see (5)), we also assume that the columns of X are smooth
graph signals. In this case, we update the matrix completion
problem (21) and formulate the graph signal matrix completion
problem as
X̂ = argmin
X
S2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ , (28)
subject to ‖(X−T)M‖2F ≤ ǫ2;
this is a special case of (11) with α = 1, γ = 0; see Table II.
Solutions. In addition to Algorithm 1 that can be used to
solve the graph signal matrix completion problem (28), there
exist alternative approaches that we discuss next.
6Algorithm 2 Graph Signal Matrix Completion via Total
Variation Minimization
Input T matrix of measurements
X̂ matrix of graph signals
Function GMCM(T)
initialize X, such that XM = TM holds
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
Choose step size t from backtracking line search
X← proj
(
Dtβ(X−2tA˜ X)
)
end
return X̂← X
1) Minimization: Here we consider the noise-free case.
Suppose the measurement matrix T in (20) does not contain
noise. We thus solve (28) for W = 0 and ǫ = 0,
X̂ = argmin
X
S2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ , (29)
subject to XM = TM .
We call (29) graph signal matrix completion via total vari-
ation minimization (GMCM). This is a constrained convex
problem that can be solved by projected generalized gradient
descent [53]. We first split the objective function into two
components, a convex, differential component, and a convex,
nondifferential component; based on these two components, we
formulate a proximity function and then solve it iteratively. In
each iteration, we solve the proximity function with an updated
input and project the result onto the feasible set. To be more
specific, we split the objective function (29) into a convex,
differentiable component S2(X), and a convex, nondifferential
component β ‖X‖
∗
. The proximity function is then defined as
proxt(X) = argmin
Z
1
2t
‖X−Z‖2 + β ‖X‖
∗
= Dtβ(Z),
where D(·) is defined in (15). In each iteration, we first solve
for the proximity function and project the result onto the
feasible set as
X← proj (proxt (X−t∇ S2(X))) ,
where t is the step size that is chosen from the backtracking
line search [53], and proj(X) projects X to the feasible set so
that the (n,m)th element of proj(X) is
proj(X)n,m =
{
Tn,m, when (n,m) ∈M,
Xn,m, when (n,m) ∈ U .
For implementation details, see Algorithm 2. The bulk of the
computational cost of Algorithm 2 is in the singular value
decomposition (15) when updating X, which is also involved
in the standard implementation of matrix completion.
2) Regularization: The graph signal matrix completion (28)
can be formulated as an unconstrained problem,
X̂ = argmin
X
‖XM−TM‖2F + α S2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ .(30)
We call (30) graph signal matrix completion via total variation
regularization (GMCR). This is an unconstrained convex prob-
lem and can be solved by generalized gradient descent. Simi-
larly to projected generalized gradient descent, generalized gra-
dient descent also formulates and solves a proximity function.
Algorithm 3 Graph Signal Matrix Completion via Total
Variation Regularization
Input T matrix of measurements
X̂ matrix of graph signals
Function GMCR(T)
initialize X
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
Choose step size t from backtracking line search
X← Dtβ
(
X−2t(XM−TM)− 2αtA˜ X
)
end
return X̂← X
The only difference is that generalized gradient descent does
not need to project the result after each iteration to a feasible
set. To be more specific, we split the objective funtion (29) into
a convex, differentiable component ‖XM−TM‖2F +α S2(X),
and a convex, non-differential component β ‖X‖
∗
. The prox-
imity function is then defined as
proxt(X) = argmin
Z
1
2t
‖X−Z‖2 + β ‖X‖
∗
= Dtβ(Z), (31)
where D(·) is defined in (15). In each iteration, we first solve
for the proximity function as
X← proxt
(
X−t∇
(
‖XM−TM‖2F + α S2(X)
))
, (32)
where t is the step size that is chosen from the backtracking line
search [53]; for implementation details, see Algorithm 3. The
bulk of the computational cost of Algorithm 3 is in the singular
value decomposition (15) when updating X, which is also
involved in the standard implementation of matrix completion.
Theoretical analysis. We now discuss properties of the
proposed algorithms. The key in classical matrix completion
is to minimize the nuclear norm of a matrix. Instead of
considering general matrices, we only focus on graph signal
matrices, whose corresponding algorithm is to minimize both
the graph total variation and the nuclear norm. We study the
connection between graph total variation and nuclear norm of
a matrix to reveal the underlying mechanism of our algorithm.
Let X be a N × L matrix of rank r with singular value
decomposition X = UΣQ∗, where U =
[
u1 u2 . . . ur
]
,
Q =
[
q1 q2 . . . qr
]
, and Σ is a diagonal matrix with σi
along the diagonal, i = 1, · · · , r.
Lemma 2.
S2(X) =
r∑
i=1
σ2i ‖(I−A)ui‖22.
Proof.
S2(X) = ‖X−AX‖2F
(a)
= ‖(I−A)UΣQ∗‖2F ,
= Tr
(
QΣU∗(I−A)∗(I−A)UΣQ∗
)
,
(b)
= Tr
(
ΣU∗(I−A)∗(I−A)UΣQ∗Q
)
,
= ‖(I−A)UΣ‖2F
(c)
=
r∑
i=1
σ2i ‖(I−A)ui‖22,
7where (a) follows from the singular value decomposition; (b)
from the cyclic property of the trace operator; and (c) from Σ
being a diagonal matrix.
From Lemma 2, we see that graph total variation is related
to the rank of X; in other words, lower rank naturally leads to
smaller graph total variation.
Theorem 2.
S2(X) ≤ S2(U) ‖X‖2∗ .
Proof. From Lemma 2, we have
S2(X) = ‖(I−A)UΣ‖2F
(a)
≤ ‖(I−A)U‖2F ‖Σ‖2F ,
(b)
≤ ‖(I−A)U‖2F ‖Σ‖2∗ = ‖U−AU‖2F ‖X‖2∗ ,
where (a) follows from the submultiplicativity of the Frobenius
norm; and (b) from the norm equivalence [49].
In Theorem 2, we see that the graph total variation is related
to two quantities: the nuclear norm of X and the graph total
variation of the left singular vectors of X. The first quantity
reveals that minimizing the nuclear norm potentially leads to
minimizing the graph total variation. We can thus rewrite the
objective function (28) as
S2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ ≤ S2(U) ‖X‖2∗ + β ‖X‖∗ .
If the graph shift is built from insufficient information, we just
choose a larger β to force the nuclear norm to be small, which
causes a small graph total variation in return. The quantity
S2(U) measures the smoothness of the left singular vectors of
X on a graph shift A; in other words, when the left singular
vectors are smooth, the graph signal matrix is also smooth. We
can further use this quantity to bound the graph total variation
of all graph signals that belong to a subspace spanned by the
left singular vectors.
Theorem 3. Let a graph signal x belong to the space spanned
by U, that is, x = Ua, where a is the vector of representation
coefficients. Then,
S2(x) ≤ S2(U) ‖a‖22
Proof.
S2(x) = ‖x−Ax‖22 = ‖(I−A)Ua‖22
(a)
≤ ‖(I−A)U‖22 ‖a‖22
(b)
≤ ‖(I−A)U‖2F ‖a‖22 .
where (a) follows from the submultiplicativity of the spectral
norm; and (b) from the norm equivalence [49].
Theorem 3 shows that a graph signal is smooth when it
belongs to a subspace spanned by the smooth left singular
vectors.
Algorithm 4 Anomaly detection via ℓ1 regularization
Input t input graph signals
Output ê outlier signals
Function AD(x)
initialize e
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
Choose step size t from backtracking line search
e← Θtβ
(
e− 2tA˜(t− e)
)
end
return ê← e
VI. ANOMALY DETECTION
We now consider anomaly detection of graph signals, another
important subproblem of the general recovery problem (7).
As discussed in Section III, robust principal component
analysis seeks to detect outlier coefficients from a low-rank
matrix. Here, anomaly detection of graph signals seeks to detect
outlier coefficients from a smooth graph signal. We assume that
the outlier is sparse and contains few non-zero coefficients of
large magnitude. To be specific, the measurement is modeled
as
t = x+ e ∈ RN , (33)
where x is a smooth graph signal that we seek to recover,
and the outlier e is sparse and has large magnitude on few
nonzero coefficients. The task is to detect the outlier e from the
measurement t. Assuming that x is smooth, that is, its variation
is small, and e is sparse, we propose the ideal optimization
problem as follows:
x̂, ê = argmin
x,e
‖e‖0 (34)
subject to S2(x) ≤ η2,
t = x+ e.
To solve it efficiently, instead of dealing with the ℓ0 norm, we
relax it to the ℓ1 norm and reformulate (34) as follows:
x̂, ê = argmin
x,e
‖e‖1 (35)
subject to S2(x) ≤ η2, (36)
t = x+ e; (37)
this is a special case of (11) with L = 1, β = 0,M contains
all indices in t, and choosing α properly to ensure that (35)
holds, see Table II. In Section VI, we show that, under
these assumptions, both (34) and (35) lead to perfect outlier
detection.
Solutions. The minimization problem (35) is convex, and it
is numerically efficient to solve for its optimal solution.
We further formulate an unconstrained problem as follows:
ê = argmin
e
S2(t− e) + β ‖e‖1 . (38)
We call (38) anomaly detection via ℓ1 regularization (AD).
In (38), we merge conditions (36) and (37) and move them
from the constraint to the objective function. We solve (38) by
using generalized gradient descent, as discussed in Section V.
For implementation details, see Algorithm 4.
8Graph signal recovery problem X̂, Ŵ, Ê = argmin
X,W,E∈RN×L αS2(X) + β ‖X‖∗ + γ ‖E‖1 ,
subject to ‖W‖2F ≤ ǫ2,TM = (X+W+E)M.
Signal inpainting L = 1, β = 0, γ = 0, graph shift is the cyclic permutation matrix.
Matrix completion α = 0, or graph shift is the identity matrix, γ = 0
Robust principal component analysis α = 0, or graph shift is the identity matrix, ǫ = 0,M is all the indices in T.
Graph signal inpainting L = 1, β = 0, γ = 0
Graph signal matrix completion α = 1, γ = 0
Anomaly detection L = 1, β = 0,M is all indices in T
Robust graph signal inpainting L = 1, β = 0
TABLE II: The table of algorithms.
Theoretical analysis. Let x0 be the true graph signal,
represented as x0 = V a0 =
∑N−1
i=0 a
0
ivi, where V is defined
in (2), e0 be the outliers that we are trying to detect, represented
as e0 =
∑
i∈E biδi, where δi is impulse on the ith node, and
E contains the outlier indices, that is, E ⊂ {0, 1, 2, · · ·N − 1},
and t = x0 + e0 be the measurement.
Lemma 3. Let x̂, ê be the solution of (34), and let x̂ = V â =∑N−1
i=0 âivi. Then,
ê = V(a0 − â) +
∑
i∈E
biδi.
Proof.
ê
(a)
= t− x̂ (b)= x0 + e0 − x̂ (c)= V a0 +
∑
i∈E
biδi −V â,
where (a) follows from the feasibility of x̂, ê in (35); (b) from
the definition of t; and (c) from the definitions of x0 and x̂.
Lemma 3 provides another representation of the outliers,
which is useful in the following theorem.
Let K = (I−Λ)T VT V(I−Λ), the K norm as ‖x‖K =√
xT Kx, and Kη = {a ∈ RN : ‖a‖K ≤ η, for all a 6= 0}.
Lemma 4. Let x = V a satisfy (36), (37), and a 6= 0. Then,
a ∈ Kη .
Proof.
S2(x) = ‖x−Ax‖22 = ‖V a−AV a‖22 ,
(a)
= ‖V a−VΛa‖22 = aT (I−Λ)T VT V(I−Λ)a,
(b)
= aT K a
(c)
≤ η2,
where (a) follows from (2); (b) from the definition of the K
norm; and (c) from the feasibility of x.
Lemma 4 shows that the frequency components of the
solution from (34) and (35) belong to a subspace, which is
useful in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let S2(x0) ≤ η2, x0 6= 0,
∥∥e0∥∥
0
≤ k, and x̂, ê
be the solution of (34) with x̂ 6= 0. Let K2η have the following
property:
‖V a‖0 ≥ 2k + 1 for all a ∈ K2η,
where k ≥ ∥∥e0∥∥
0
. Then, perfect recovery is achieved,
x̂ = x0, ê = e0.
Proof. Since both x0 = V a0 and x̂ = V â are feasible solu-
tions of (34), by Lemma 4, we then have that a0, â ∈ Kη . We
next bound their difference, a0 − â, by the triangle inequality,
as
∥∥a0 − â∥∥
K
≤
∥∥a0∥∥
K
+ ‖â‖K ≤ 2η.
If a0 6= â, then a0 − â ∈ K2η , so that∥∥V(a0 − â)∥∥
0
≥ 2k + 1. From Lemma 3, we have ‖ê‖0 =∥∥V(a0 − â) +∑i∈E biei∥∥0 ≥ k+1. The last inequality comes
from the fact that at most k indices can be canceled by the
summation.
On the other hand, ê is the optimum of (34), thus, ‖ê‖0 ≤∥∥e0∥∥
0
= k, which leads to a contradiction.
Therefore, â = a0 and ê = e0.
Theorem 4 shows the condition that leads to perfect outlier
detection by following (34). The key is that the outliers are
sufficiently sparse and the smooth graph signal is not sparse.
Theorem 5. Let S2(x0) ≤ η2, x0 6= 0,
∥∥e0∥∥
0
≤ k, and x̂, ê
be the solution of (35) with x̂ 6= 0. Let K2η have the following
property:
‖(V a)
Ec
‖1 > ‖(V a)E‖1 for all a ∈ K2η
where Ec ∩ E is the empty set, Ec ∪ E = {0, 1, 2, · · ·N − 1}.
Then, perfect recovery is achieved,
x̂ = x0, ê = e0.
Proof. From Lemma 3, we have
‖ê‖1 =
∥∥∥∥∥V(a0 − â) +∑
i∈E
biδi
∥∥∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥∥∥∥(V(a0 − â))Ec + (V(a0 − â))E +∑
i∈E
biδi
∥∥∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥(V(a0 − â))
Ec
∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥∥∥(V(a0 − â))E +∑
i∈E
biδi
∥∥∥∥∥
1
Denote
(
V(a0 − â))
E
=
∑
i∈E diδi, we further have
‖ê‖1 =
∥∥(V(a0 − â))
Ec
∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈E
(di + bi)δi
∥∥∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥(V(a0 − â))
Ec
∥∥
1
+
∑
i∈E
|di + bi|
If a0 6= â, then a0 − â ∈ K2η. By the assumption, we have∥∥(V(a0 − â))
Ec
∥∥
1
>
∥∥(V(a0 − â))
E
∥∥
1
=
∥∥∑
i∈E diδi
∥∥
1
=
9∑
i∈E |di|. We thus obtain
‖ê‖1 =
∥∥(V(a0 − â))
Ec
∥∥
1
+
∑
i∈E
|di + bi|
>
∑
i∈E
(|di|+|di + bi|) ≥
∑
i∈E
|bi|.
On the other hand, ê is the optimum of (35), so ‖ê‖1 ≤∥∥e0∥∥
1
=
∥∥∑
i∈E biδi
∥∥
1
=
∑
i∈E |bi|, which leads to a con-
tradiction.
Therefore, â = a0 and ê = e0.
Theorems 4 and 5 show that under appropriate assump-
tions, (34), (35) detects the outliers perfectly. Note that the
assumptions on K in Theorems 4 and 5 are related to two
factors: the upper bound on smoothness, η, and the eigenvector
matrix, V. The volume of K2η is determined by the upper
bound on smoothness, η. The mapping properties of V are also
restricted by Theorems 4 and 5. For instance, in Theorem 4,
the eigenvector matrix should map each element in K2η to a
non-sparse vector.
Robust graph signal inpainting. One problem with the
graph signal inpainting in Section IV is that it tends to trust the
accessible part, which may contain sparse, but large-magnitude
outliers. Robust graph signal inpainting should prevent the
solution from being influenced by the outliers. We thus consider
the following optimization problem:
x̂, ŵ, ê = arg min
x,w,e
α S2(x) + γ ‖e‖0 , (39)
subject to ‖w‖2F < η2 (40)
tM = (x+w + e)M; (41)
this is a special case of (7) with L = 1, β = 0; see Table II.
Similarly to (11), instead of dealing with the ℓ0 norm,
we relax it to be the ℓ1 norm and reformulate (39) as an
unconstrained problem,
x̂, ê = argmin
x,e
‖tM − (x+ e)M‖2 + α S2(x) + γ ‖e‖1 . (42)
We call problem (42) the robust graph total variation regular-
ization (RGTVR) problem. In (42), we merge conditions (40)
and (41) and move them from the constraint to the objective
function. Note that (42) combines anomaly detection and graph
signal inpainting to provide a twofold inpainting. The first level
detects the outliers in the accessible part and provides a clean
version of the accessible measurement; the second level uses
the clean measurement to recover the inaccessible part. We
solve (42) by using ADMM, as discussed in Section III. For
implementation details, see Algorithm 5.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now evaluate the proposed methods on several real-world
recovery problems. Further, we apply graph signal inpainting
and robust graph signal inpainting to online blog classification
and bridge condition identification for indirect bridge structural
health monitoring; We apply graph signal matrix completion to
temperature estimation and expert opinion combination.
Datasets. We use the following datasets in the experiments:
Algorithm 5 Robust Graph Total Variation Regularization
Input t input graph signal
Output ê outlier graph signal
x̂ output graph signal
Function RGTVR(t)
while the stopping criterion is not satisfied
x←
(
I +2αη−1A˜
)−1
(t− e−w− c− η−1λ)
w ← η(t − x−w− c− η−1λ)/(η + 2)
e← Θγη−1 (t− x− e− c− η
−1λ)
λ← λ− η(t− x− e−w− c)
cM ← 0, cU ← (t− x−w− e− η
−1λ)U ,
end
return ê← e, x̂← x
1) Online blogs: We consider the problem of classifying
N = 1224 online political blogs as either conservative or
liberal [55]. We represent conservative labels as +1 and liberal
ones as −1. The blogs are represented by a graph in which
nodes represent blogs, and directed graph edges correspond to
hyperlink references between blogs. For a node vn, its outgoing
edges have weights 1/deg(vn), where deg(vn) is the out-
degree of vn (the number of outgoing edges). The graph signal
here is the label assigned to the blogs.
2) Acceleration signals: We next consider the bridge condi-
tion identification problem [56], [57]. To validate the feasibility
of indirect bridge structural health monitoring, a lab-scale
bridge-vehicle dynamic system was built. Accelerometers were
installed on a vehicle that travels across the bridge; acceleration
signals were then collected from those accelerometers. To
simulate the severity of different bridge conditions on a lab-
scale bridge, masses with various weights were put on the
bridge. We collected 30 acceleration signals for each of 31 mass
levels from 0 to 150 grams in steps of 5 grams, to simulate
different degrees of damages, for a total of 930 acceleration
signals. For more details on this dataset, see [58].
The recordings are represented by an 8-nearest neighbor
graph, in which nodes represent recordings, and each node
is connected to eight other nodes that represent the most
similar recordings. The graph signal here is the mass level
over all the acceleration signals. The graph shift A is formed
as Ai,j = Pi,j/
∑
i Pi,j , with
Pi,j = exp
(
−N2 ‖fi − fj‖2∑
i,j ‖fi − fj‖2
)
,
and fi is a vector representation of the features of the ith
recording. Note that P is a symmetric matrix that represents
an undirected graph and the graph shift A is an asymmetric
matrix that represents a directed graph, which is allowed by
the framework of DSPG. From the empirical performance, we
find that a directed graph provides much better results than an
undirected graph.
3) Temperature data: We consider 150 weather stations in
the United States that record their local temperatures [3]. Each
weather station has 365 days of recordings (one recording
per day), for a total of 54,750 measurements. The graph
representing these weather stations is obtained by measuring
the geodesic distance between each pair of weather stations.
The nodes are represented by an 8-nearest neighbor graph,
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in which nodes represent weather stations, and each node is
connected to eight other nodes that represent the eight closest
weather stations. The graph signals here are the temperature
values recorded in each weather station.
The graph shift A is formed as Ai,j = Pi,j/
∑
i Pi,j , with
Pi,j = exp
(
− N
2di,j∑
i,j di,j
)
,
where di,j is the geodesic distance between the ith and the jth
weather stations. Similarly to the acceleration signals, we nor-
malize P to obtain a asymmetric graph shift, which represents
a directed graph, to achieve better empirical performance.
4) Jester dataset 1: The Jester joke data set [59] contains
4.1 × 106 ratings of 100 jokes from 73,421 users. The graph
representing the users is obtained by measuring the ℓ1 norm
of existing ratings between each pair of jokes. The nodes are
represented by an 8-nearest neighbor graph in which nodes
represent users and each node is connected to eight other nodes
that represent similar users. The graph signals are the ratings
of each user. The graph shift A is formed as
Pi,j = exp
(
−N2 ‖fi − fj‖1∑
i,j ‖fi − fj‖1
)
,
where fi is the vector representation of the existing ratings for
the ith user. Similarly to acceleration signals, we normalize P
to obtain an asymmetric graph shift, which represents a directed
graph, to achieve better empirical performance.
Evaluation score. To evaluate the performance of the al-
gorithms, we use the following four metrics: accuracy (ACC),
mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), and
mean absolute error (MAE), defined as
ACC =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1(xi = x̂i),
MSE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)2,
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)2 =
√
MSE,
MAE =
∑N
i=1 |xi − x̂i|
N
,
where xi is the ground-truth for the ith sample, x̂i is the
estimate for the ith sample, and 1 is the indicator function,
1(x) = 1, for x = 0, and 0 otherwise.
In the following applications, the tuning parameters for each
algorithm are chosen by cross-validation; that is, we split
the accessible part into a training part and a validation part.
We train the model with the training part and choose the
tuning parameter that provides the best performance in the
validation part.
Applications of graph signal inpainting. Parts of this
subsection have appeared in [47]; we include them here for
completeness. We apply the proposed graph signal inpainting
algorithm to online blog classification and bridge condition
identification. We compare the proposed GTVR (27) with
another regression model based on graphs, graph Laplacian
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Fig. 1: Accuracy comparison of online blog classification as
a function of labeling ratio.
regularization regression (LapR) [44]–[46]. As described in
Section I, the main difference between LapR and GTVR is that
a graph Laplacian matrix in LapR is restricted to be symmetric
and only represents an undirected graph; a graph shift in GTVR
can be either symmetric or asymmetric.
1) Online blog classification: We consider a semi-
supervised classification problem, that is, classification with
few labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data [54].
The task is to classify the unlabeled blogs. We adopt the dataset
of blogs as described in Section VII-1. We randomly labeled
0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% of blogs, called the labeling
ratio. We then applied the graph signal inpainting algorithms
to estimate the labels for the remaining blogs. Estimated labels
were thresholded at zero, so that positive values were set to
+1 and negative to −1.
Classification accuracies of GTVR and LapR were then
averaged over 30 tests for each labeling ratio and are shown
in Figure 1. We see that GTVR achieves significantly higher
accuracy than LapR for low labeling ratios. The failure of LapR
at low labeling ratios is because an undirected graph fails to
reveal the true structure.
Figure 1 also shows that the performance of GTVR saturates
at around 95%. Many of the remaining errors are misclassifi-
cation of blogs with many connections to the blogs from a
different class, which violates the smoothness assumption un-
derlying GTVR. Because of the same reason, the performance
of a data-adaptive graph filter also saturates at around 95% [22].
To improve on this performance may require using a more
sophisticated classifier that we will pursue in future work.
2) Bridge condition identification: We consider a semi-
supervised regression problem, that is, regression with few
labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data [54]. The task
is to predict the mass levels of unlabeled acceleration signals.
We adopt the dataset of acceleration signals as described in
Section VII-2. We randomly assigned known masses to 0.5%,
1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% of acceleration signals and applied the
graph signal inpainting algorithms to estimate the masses for
remaining nodes.
Figure 2 shows MSEs for estimated masses averaged over
30 tests for each labeling ratio. The proposed GTVR approach
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Fig. 2: MSE comparison for the bridge condition identification
as a function of labeling ratio.
yields significantly smaller errors than LapR for low labeling
ratios. Similarly to the conclusion of online blog classification,
a direct graph adopted in GTVR reveals a better structure.
We observe that the performance of GTVR saturates at 3 in
terms of MSE. This may be the result of how we obtain the
graph. Here we construct the graph by using features from
principal component analysis of the data. Since the data is
collected with a real lab-scale model, which is complex and
noisy, the principal component analysis may not extract all the
useful information from the data, limiting the performance of
the proposed method even with larger number of samples.
Applications of graph signal matrix completion. We now
apply the proposed algorithm to temperature estimation, rec-
ommender systems and expert opinion combination of online
blog classification. We compare the proposed GMCR (30)
with matrix completion algorithms. Those algorithms include
SoftImpute [60], OptSpace [41], singular value threshold-
ing (SVT) [61], weighted non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [62], and graph-based weighted nonnegative matrix
factorization (GWNMF) [63]. Similarly to the matrix comple-
tion algorithm described in Section III, SoftImpute, OptSpace,
and SVT minimize the rank of a matrix in similar, but dif-
ferent ways. NMF is based on matrix factorization, assuming
that a matrix can be factorized into two nonnegative, low-
dimensional matrices; GWNMF extends NMF by further con-
structing graphs on columns or rows to represent the internal
information. In contrast to the proposed graph-based methods,
GWNMF considers the graph structure in the hidden layer.
For a fair comparison, we use the same graph structure for
GWNMF and GMCM. NMF and GWNMF solve non-convex
problems and get local minimum.
1) Temperature estimation: We consider matrix completion,
that is, estimation of the missing entries in a data matrix [35].
The task is to predict missing temperature values in an incom-
plete temperature data matrix where each column corresponds
to the temperature values of all the weather stations from each
day. We adopt the dataset of temperature data described in
Section VII-3 [3]. In each day of temperature recording, we
randomly hide 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% measurements and
apply the proposed matrix completion methods to estimate the
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Fig. 3: RMSE of temperature estimation for 50 recordings and
365 recordings.
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Fig. 4: MAE of temperature estimation for 50 recordings and
365 recordings.
missing measurements. To further test the recovery algorithms
with different amount of data, we randomly pick 50 out of
365 days of recording and conduct the same experiment for
10 times. In this case, we have a graph signal matrix with
N = 150, and L = 50, or L = 365.
Figures 3 and 4 show RMSEs and MAEs for estimated
temperature values averaged over 10 tests for each labeling
ratio. We see that GTVM, as a pure graph-based method (26),
performs well when the labeling ratio is low. When the labeling
ratio increases, the performance of GTVM does not improve as
much as the matrix completion algorithms, because it cannot
learn from the graph signals. For both evaluation scores,
RMSE and MAE, GMCR outperforms all matrix completion
algorithms because it combines the prior information on graph
structure with the low-rank assumption to perform a twofold
learning scheme.
2) Rating completion for recommender system: We con-
sider another matrix completion problem in the context of
recommender systems based on the Jester dataset 1 [59]. The
task is to predict missing ratings in an incomplete user-joke
rating matrix where each column corresponds to the ratings
of all the jokes from each user. Since the number of users is
large compared to the number of jokes, following the protocol
in [64], we randomly select 500 users for comparison purposes.
For each user, we extract two ratings at random as test data
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Fig. 6: MAE of the rating completion in Jester 1 dataset.
for 10 tests. In this case, we have a graph signal matrix with
N = 100, and L = 500.
Figures 5 and 6 show RMSEs and MAEs, defined in the
evaluation score section, for estimated temperature values aver-
aged over 10 tests. We see that graph-based methods (GWNMF
and GMCR) take the advantage of exploiting the internal
information of users and achieve smaller error. For RMSE,
GMCR provides the best performance; for MAE, GWNMF
provides the best performance.
3) Combining expert opinions: In many real-world classifi-
cation problems, the opinion of experts determines the ground
truth. At times, these are hard to obtain; for instance, when
a dataset is too large, obtaining the opinion of experts is too
expensive, or experts differ among themselves, which happens,
for example, in biomedical image classification [65]. In this
case, a popular solution is to use multiple experts, or classifiers,
to label dataset elements and then combine their opinions into
the final estimate of the ground truth [66]. As we demonstrate
here, opinion combining can be formulated and solved as graph
signal matrix denoising.
We consider the online blog classification problem. We hide
the ground truth and simulate K = 100 experts labeling
1224 blogs. Each expert labels each blog as conservative
(+1) or liberal (−1) to produce an opinion vector tk ∈
{+1,−1}1224. Note that labeling mistakes are possible. We
combine opinions from all the experts and form an opinion
matrix T ∈ {+1,−1}1224×100, whose kth column is tk. We
think of T as a graph signal matrix with noise that represents
the experts’ errors. We assume some blogs are harder to classify
than others (for instance, the content in a blog is ambiguous,
which is hard to label), we split the dataset of all the blogs into
“easy” and “hard” blogs and assume that there is a 90% chance
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Fig. 7: Accuracy of combining expert opinions.
that an expert classifies an “easy” blog correctly and only a
30% chance that an expert classifies a “hard” blog correctly.
We consider four cases of “easy” blogs making up 55%, 65%,
75%, and 85% of the entire dataset.
A baseline solution is to average (AVG) all the experts
opinions into vector tavg = (
∑
k tk)/K and then use the
sign sign(tavg) vector as the labels to blogs. We compare the
baseline solution with the GTVR solution (27) and GMCR.
In GTVR, we first denoise every signal tk and then compute
the average of denoised signals t˜avg = (
∑
k t˜k)/K and use
sign(t˜avg) as labels to blogs.
Using the proposed methods, we obtain a denoised opinion
matrix. We average the opinions from all the experts into a
vector and use its signs as the labels to blogs. Note that, for
GTVR and GMCR, the accessible part is all the indices in
the opinion matrix T; since each entry in T can be wrong,
no ground-truth is available for cross-validation. We vary the
tuning parameter and report the best results. Figure 7 shows the
accuracy of estimating the ground-truth. We see that, through
promoting the smoothness in each column, GTVR improves
the accuracy; GMCR provides the best results because of its
twofold learning scheme. Note that Figure 7 does not show that
the common matrix completion algorithms provide the same
“denoised” results as the baseline solution.
Applications of robust graph signal inpainting. We now
apply the proposed robust graph signal inpainting algorithm to
online blog classification and bridge condition identification.
In contrast to what is done in the applications of graph signal
inpainting, we manually add some outliers to the accessible part
and compare the algorithm to common graph signal inpainting
algorithms.
1) Online blog classification: We consider semi-supervised
online blog classification as described in Section VII-1. To vali-
date the robustness of detecting outliers, we randomly mislabel
a fraction of the labeled blogs, feed them into the classifiers
together with correctly labeled signals, and compare the fault
tolerances of the algorithms. Figure 8 shows the classification
accuracies when 1%, 2%, and 5% of blogs are labeled, with
16.66% and 33.33% of these labeled blogs mislabeled in each
labeling ratio. We see that, in each case, RGTVR provides the
most accurate classification.
2) Bridge condition identification: We consider a semi-
supervised regression problem and adopt the dataset of accel-
eration signals as described in Section VII-2. To validate the
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Fig. 9: Robustness to mislabeled signals: MSE comparison
with labeling ratio of 1%, 2%, and 5%, and mislabeling ratio
of 16.66% and 33.33% in each labeling ratio.
robustness of facing outliers, we randomly mislabel a fraction
of labeled acceleration signals, feed them into the graph signal
inpainting algorithm together with correctly labeled accelera-
tion signals, and compare the fault tolerances of the algorithms.
Figure 9 shows MSEs when 1%, 2%, and 5% of signals are
labeled, with 16.66% and 33.33% of these labeled signals
mislabeled in each labeling ratio. We see that, in each case,
RGTVR provides the smallest error.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We formulated graph signal recovery as an optimization
problem and provided a general solution by using the alter-
nating direction method of multipliers. We showed that several
existing recovery problems, including signal inpainting, matrix
completion, and robust principal component analysis, are re-
lated to the proposed graph signal recovery problem. We further
considered three subproblems, including graph signal inpaint-
ing, graph signal matrix completion, and anomaly detection
of graph signals. For each subproblem, we provided specific
solutions and theoretical analysis. Finally, we validated the
proposed methods on real-world recovery problems, including
online blog classification, bridge condition identification, tem-
perature estimation, recommender system, and expert opinion
combination of online blog classification.
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X. APPENDIX
To decompose the graph total variation term and nuclear
norm term, we introduce an auxiliary matrix Z to duplicate
X and a residual matrix C to capture the error introduced by
the inaccessible part of T in (6), and then rewrite (11) in the
equivalent form
X̂, Ŵ, Ê, Ẑ, Ĉ = arg min
X,W,E,Z,C
‖W‖2F + α S2(Z)
+β ‖X‖
∗
+ γ ‖E‖1 + I(CM),
subject to T = X+W+E+C
Z = X,
15
where I is an indicator operator defined as
I(X)n,m =
{
0, if Xn,m = 0,
+∞, otherwise.
Note that we move ‖W‖2F from the constraint to the objec-
tive function and putting I(CM) in the objective function is
equivalent to setting CM to be zero. We then construct the
augmented Lagrangian function
L(X,W,E,Z,C,Y1,Y2)
= ‖W‖2F + α S2 (Z) + β ‖X‖∗ + γ ‖E‖1 + I(CM)
+ < Y1,T−X−W−E−C > + < Y2,X−Z >
+
η
2
‖T−X−W−E−C‖2F +
η
2
‖X−Z‖2F .
We minimize for each variable individually. For X, we aim to
solve
min
X
β ‖X‖
∗
+
η
2
‖T−X−W−E−C−Y1‖2F +
η
2
‖X−Z−Y2‖2F .
We solve it by the standard matrix-soft thresholding (15); for
W, we aim to solve
min
W
‖W‖2F +
η
2
‖T−X−W−E−C−Y1‖2F .
We obtain the closed-form solution by setting the derivative to
zero; for E, we aim to solve
min
E
γ ‖E‖1 +
η
2
‖T−X−W−E−C−Y1‖2F .
We solve it by standard soft thresholding (14); for Z, we aim
to solve
min
X
α ‖Z−AZ‖2F +
η
2
‖X−Z−Y2‖2F .
We obtain the closed-form solution by setting the derivative to
zero. For C, we just set CM = 0 to satisfy the constraints;
for Y1 and Y2, we update them as the standard Lagrange
multipliers. For the final implementation see Algorithm 1.
